
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO CASE NO.: 18-1176
FLORIDA RULE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE 1.220(e)

PETITION BY COMMITTEE OF THE FLORIDA BAR
8

e es

RESPONSE AND OPPOSITION TO POSITION REGARDING
.5 0 CYPRES RULE

8
COMES NOW Leza S. Tellam, a citizen, property owner and taxpayer in the State

of Florida to respond to the above-named petition by a committee ofThe Florida

Bar specialized in Civil Procedure ("Bar Committee") requesting that the Supreme

Court ofFlorida (the "Court") enact or otherwise enable special provisions in the

form of rules of court in the state of Florida for the Bar Committee's benefit and

does hereby respond, state and respectfully request that the Court incorporate the

following and find as follows:

Background and Context

1. On Wednesday, January 23, 2019, the Bar Committee filed CPRC's

Supplemental Report Explaining The Majority and Minority Positions Regarding

the Proposed Cy Pres Rule (the "Report"). The Report was delivered pursuant to

an order of the Court in the docket and further to the original petition of the Bar
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Committee to amend subsection (e) ofRule 1.220 of the Florida Rules of Civil

Procedure (the "Subsection").

2. The Bar Committee stated no basis or need for the amendment in its

original petition. The Bar Committee side-steps that underlying issue in its

Report, as well as a review of the merits of what a cypres award is under law in

the United States ofAmerica. Any cypres award must also comply with the

Florida Constitution (if Florida law applies in the underlying case) and the United

States Constitution. The Bar Committee instead focuses itself on the role of rules

and uses general reasoning, rather than properly reviewing law or precedent

applicable to the determination of cypres. This is a huge oversight with potentially

very dramatic results in usurping the role of courts in individual cases, whether or

not there is separate statutes. This represents an abuse of power.

3. Similarly, Ms. Tellam discovered the proposed amendment quite by

chance having seen a public notice in late 2018 in The Florida Bar News

periodical, a newspaper focused on an audience ofpeople who passed The Bar

exam. Ms. Tellam is a retired member ofThe Bar and has never devoted any

significant time following passage of the test to being a litigator or appellate

specialist as a practitioner. Ms. Tellam writes in her personal capacity as a member

of the public. Ms. Tellam has however had experience with major class actions of

national importance and, in full candor, is also putative class representative on
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several class actions, which may or may not be adjudicated in Florida or elsewhere

in the United States ofAmerica.

4. To Ms. Tellam's knowledge, the Bar Committee made no efforts to

publicize its efforts outside The Bar's publications on amending the Subsection or

to seek input of citizens and others (whether residents, citizens, relevant litigants or

otherwise) who are likely to be impacted by the Subsection. Regardless, the fact

that Ms. Tellam is the only person- whether natural or otherwise - who is

commenting outside the Bar Committee is problematic and consistent with an

undemocratic and unrepresentative effort which is at odds with the design of our

republic and the role of the judiciary in hearing and deciding live cases and

controversies. Enacting this proposal is outside the scope of the Court's authority

and amounts to a dictatorship on direction of funding.

5. As a practical matter, the Bar Committee has also stated no reason

why or how this Subsection would enable or otherwise change existing case or

other law or, to the extent applicable, judicial discretion. Florida has not been the

site of major national class actionst outside being a leader in tobacco cases

(through leadership efforts of licensed lawyers in the State ofFlorida) and despite

the state being the third highest in population and a national leader in such areas as

1 For these purposes, Ms. Tellam defines as valued at over US$500million or impacting
more than 1 million people. While this could be re-defined, the core issue is that Florida is not,
outside the context of cases originally developed in the tobacco industry, a jurisdiction which
hosts major national cases and controversies. Ms. Tellam has no objection however to a review
of case law by the Bar Committee to address this point, if the Court so determines that's
helpful to deliberation.
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income inequality, election disputes and the opioid epidemic, for example, all of

which would certainly make Florida ripe for class actions and indicate a population

in need ofjustice.

6. The Bar Committee did not address case law or any basis for this

. Subsection, including the body of case law on cypres. The Bar Committee

highlights and does not address constitutionality of the rule. Although asserting

that a majority will disregard that key consideration, that is not consistent with the

primary role of the judiciary in being a conservator of peace and interpreting,

upholding and defending the constitution of Florida and of the United States as the

primary function of the third pillar.

7. The Bar Committee's recommendation, along with the assertion of the

unanimous approval of its Board of Governors, is a rule engineered by a group

regulated by The Bar and from the perspective ofpractitioners licensed to

intermediate and advocate on disputes in state courts in Florida for fees, whether

paid by the client or otherwise. A core basis is that the advocates wish to recognize

that many class actions do not actually yield any significant benefit for those

impacted and in whose name the lawsuit is litigated; instead the action is

essentially a vehicle for litigation fees. See page 3 ofThe Report on damage per
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person being insignificant in some cases.2 The Bar Committee improperly glosses

over the different kinds of class actions. This is misleading and not sufficiently

tailored as to the impacts of this rule and overly restrictive. To the extent that the

Subsection is focused on paying lawyers rather than serving the interests of the

person(s) in whose name the lawsuit is prosecuted, then that is a legal and ethical

conflict of interest for any lawyer and must be rejected as inconsistent with the

profession. This is exacerbated when the lawyers are free to resign, including

without informed consent. This undermines the trust between the courts and the

favored intermediaries and yet the courts accept this, often or usually without

question, against the interests of individuals to be served by both groups.

8. Consistently and with focus on a need for the cy pres rule to serve

only the needs and preferences of licensed, practicing lawyers, the Bar Committee

indicates that the real purpose is to channel resources from class action awards to

increase access to justice and for helping with the administration ofjustice. See

Page 3 of the Report. To that end, the proposed Subsection attempts to force or

otherwise channel cypres awards to The Florida Bar Foundation3, an affiliate of

2 This also reveals the allocation issue between those impacted and those earning fees.
Without accountability of the lawyers, there is no ability for those impacted to challenge the
determination of the allegedly small amount of damages per person. This is also often because
the courts favor attorney fees over direct compensation. This is a loophole in the administration
of justice.

3 The Bar Committee gives no basis for The Florida Bar Foundation as an expert on
handling, funding or otherwise assisting any kind of case. Legal aid is generally unable to argue
the constitutionality of any law due to its funding sources. Instead, every citizen has the right
to petition the government under the United States Constitution. This right is consistent with
the purpose of a class action - especially by free people - and judicial economy in achieving
a court's purpose to deliver justice.
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the Bar and of the Court, and to other legal service organizations, as the sole means

to achieve those ends.

9. First, the statement of the Bar Committee is stunning in its admission

that licensed, practicing lawyers are required for either of access to justice or the

administration ofjustice, particularly in civil cases. The Court is requested to read

that message carefully and as a misdirection of the role of the Court itself. The Bar

is saying that the Court is incompetent or incapable without The Bar. The message

is wholly inconsistent with the requirements of the Florida Constitution and the

United States Constitution.4 It also reveals a larger problem and assumes that is a

valid way to continue, rather than seeking to empower individuals, whether

litigants seeking access to, or judges handling, the administration ofjustice. To

wit:

a. The establishment ofjustice is provided for in the United States

Constitution and the Florida Constitution also provides for access to justice. There

is no legal right to counsel and in many cases there are reasons - whether

economic or otherwise - why a litigant might not want or otherwise cannot find

effective assistance of counsel. While Ms. Tellam does not contest that

experienced and excellent counsel can indeed provide effective assistance, that is

not realistic to require or assume or certainly as a basis of creating new rules.

4 A review of provisions is beyond the scope of this response. Ms. Tellam has no
objection to a request by the Court for a further explanation of the rationale and legal or ethical
bases for these statements by the Bar Committee.
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b. The administration ofjustice is by the Courts itself and not The

Bar or any committee thereof or any other entity, including any separate

beneficiary of class award funds (whether affiliated with the Courts or not). This is

indeed a large problem in that the Courts often lean on counsel to administrate.

Any suggestion that class award funds are for the benefit of The Bar is effectively

"insider trading" and for the benefit of the Court (or any subsidiary or affiliate in

the state) is "self-dealing" and public corruption. The 2015 Sanctions Guide

published The Florida Bar also cautions against the parochial interests ofThe Bar.

Ms. Tellam would go further and caution the parochial interests of any particular

case or interest or proper beneficiary of class awards in one case as somehow

becoming embodied in a rule governing all cases. A case on bad drugs might very

justly provide for the residual class award to go toward drug education or

treatment, for example; on the other hand, a case on ocean waiste might provide

for an award to fund beach clean-up.

c. Identifying particular causes and, moreover, an organization

such as The Florida Bar Foundation, no matter how worthy at any point in time, is

not appropriate or consistent with neutrality of the judiciary. It tends to serve the

interests of the judiciary itself, including perpetuating its own purported power.

This is inconsistent with constitutional principles, including, for example, in

Florida, the express provision guaranteeing freedom from governmental intrusion.
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Cy Pres is Substantive

10. Cy Pres effectively means "as near as possible."

11. This is a question of equity and is necessarily fact intensive to answer

the questioñ of what the action and result is to get near precisely.

12. The Report is framed in terms of a defendant (or presumably the

person found to be liable for damages) and their rights. This misses a significant

aspect of the function of a cypres award.

13. Whether unclaimed or other funds from an action are the defendant's

is a separate question of equity. Ms. Tellam has no objection to the position that

funds for the benefit of the class (and cause) which prevailed could be for the

benefit of those prevailing. To the extent the rule is attempting to clarify the

power of a trial or other court to work in equity, that is much narrower than the

Subsection and the Bar Committee has not addressed how or why that is not

already permissible.

14. To that extent that the funds are no longer the defendant's, they are for

the benefit of the class (and as as near as possible to the core cause of the class)

underlying the action. Any attempt to direct the class as to what is "near as

possible" to interests of one group named in a rule of court is also an over-reach of

liberty, property and other rights. The Report does not address this point or

acknowledge that those prevailing have rights and those rights are separate, apart

and paramount. Instead, the Report focuses on the role of licensed lawyers and the
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payor of the funds. This belies a faulty analysis as to the purpose of a class action

which is only to serve judicial economy to right a wrong and to ensure the interests

of those persons not personally represented obtain justice with respect to the

wrong.

Role of the Court

15. The role of the Court is to administer justice and to interpret the laws

and matters of equity to deliver justice.

16. Attempting to legislate a decision of equity into one rule and for the

benefit of one group (e.g., legal services organizations, no matter how noble) is

also taking away too much power from individual litigants.

17. What is cypres is a matter for the case.

18. Ms. Tellam objects to the notion that the legislature can address

equity. Ms. Tellam objects to the notion that a procedural rule can address equity.

Ms. Tellam objects to the notion that the courts have higher or special duties to The

Bar or its licensed practicing members.

The Bar

19. Nothing herein is intended to malign the better virtues ofThe Bar. We

need great lawyers as a matter ofpublic good and knowledgeable intermediaries

for justice.

20. The Bar has a conflict of interest as a regulator of its members. The

Bar has a conflict of interest with the Justice System.
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21. Not every lawyer is the same and, as humans, are also plagued with

issues of substance abuse or other incapacity, theft or misuse of client funds or

assets, breaches of confidentiality, conflicts of interest, etc. Until the Bar can

ensure a higher standard of practice (including ethics), continuing to require

licensed lawyers as gate-keepers is also against the public interest and the public

good. Other historically protected professions allow for a spectrum of options-

one does not need a stock broker to buy a stock; one might benefit however and /or

desire to have an expert involved.

22. Setting up a system that requires more lawyers is also problematic and

misleads and victimizes the public, particularly when coupled with discriminatory

and obstructionist rules, laws and customs in favor of The Bar rather than litigants.

23. Lawyer have options not to see a matter through to proper conclusion

for a client and separately often mis-use their position to effectively market

litigation to vulnerable and other populations under color of law. While

constitutional protections against intrusion of government are intended to liniit

frivolous and other litigation, lawyers in Florida have been effective in finding

ways to ensnare members of the public- often for years and against their

interests. Telling the public that the solution is to get a lawyer is a circular abuse of

civil liberties. This also feeds more of the same behavior encouraging litigation,

rather than legitimate access to justice.
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24. Our country is founded on the principle of individual liberty, while

also guaranteeing equal protection and due process for each person. The

Subsection is inconsistent, unnecessary and represents a conflict of interest with

the public good. The Subsection is also cumbersome as drafted and not user-

friendly. There's no public interest in creating more complexity in operation of the

courts.

25. There are already statutory provisions allowing lawyer fees. Creating

another by rule of court to gain funds for licensed lawyers from funds that are not

theirs is not a valid rationale for the Subsection. Lawyers are indeed tools. A

lawyer is not a principal. A lawyer is not a judge. A lawyer is not an administrator

ofjustice. A lawyer does not make decisions for their clients, no matter how much

they obstruct or delay.

26. Reliable, open, equal, fair and accessible administration ofjustice is a

public good. And this is a right and not a privilege. There is no condition on a

licensed lawyer being involved- anywhere in any constitution in the United

States ofAmerica.

27. The Court is accountable to the citizens and taxpayers. See also

Article 1, Section 21 ofThe Florida Constitution (included as Exhibit A).
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WHEREFORE, Ms. Tellam requests that the Court deny the petition to

change the highlighted rule regarding class actions, strike the proposed Subsection

. directing funds to affiliated and other lawyers and, alternatively, limit any

amendment, subject to also further and broader public comment (beyond lawyers

practicing for fees and judges seeking their assistance on how to administer

justice), to an express statement that cypres awards are permissible in the courts of

the State of Florida, whether as part of settlement, compromise or other applicable

award, including by judge or jury or, consistent with peace and the judicial

function, mutual agreement.

Leza S. Tellam

CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that a copy of this pleading was served via US postal service on

thish__hof January 2019 with the Clerk of Court of the Florida Supreme Court at

500 South Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1927 and on each of the five

(5) persons, including Ms. Mikalla Davis (in role of liaison), listed as submitting

the Report at the address there listed.
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SECTION 20. Treason.-Treason against the state shall consist only in levying war against it, adhering

to its enemies, or giving them aid and comfort, and no person shall be convicted of treason except on the

testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act or on confession in open court.

SECTION 21. Access to courts.-The courts shall be open to every person for redress of any injury, and

justice shall be administered without sale, denial or delay.

SECTION 22. Trial by jury.-The right of trial by jury shall be secure to all and remain inviolate. The

qualifications and the number of jurors, not fewer than six, shall be fixed by law.

SECTION 23. Right of privacy.-Every natural person has the right to be let alone and free from

governmental intrusion into the person's private life except as otherwise provided herein. This section

shall not be construed to limit the public's right of access to public records and meetings as provided by

law.
History.-Added, C.S. for H.J.R. 387, 1980; adopted 1980; Am. proposed by Constitution Revision Commission, Revision No.

13, 1998, filed with the Secretary of State May 5, 1998; adopted 1998.

SECTION 24. Access to public records and meetings.-

(a) Every person has the right to inspect or copy any public record made or received in connection

with the official business of any public body, officer, or employee of the state, or persons acting on their

behalf, except with respect to records exempted pursuant to this section or specifically made confidential

by this Constitution. This section specifically includes the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of

government and each agency or department created thereunder; counties, municipalities, and districts;

and each constitutional officer, board, and commission, or entity created pursuant to law or this

Constitution.

(b) All meetings of any collegial public body of the executive branch of state government or of any

collegial public body of a county, municipality, school district, or special district, at which official acts are

to be taken or at which public business of such body is to be transacted or discussed, shall be open and

noticed to the public and meetings of the legislature shall be open and noticed as provided in Article Ill,

Section 4(e), except with respect to meetings exempted pursuant to this section or specifically closed by

this Constitution.

(c) This section shall be self-executing. The legislature, however, may provide by general law passed

by a two-thirds vote of each house for the exemption of records from the requirements of subsection (a)

and the exemption of meetings from the requirements of subsection (b), provided that such law shall state

with specificity the public necessity justifying the exemption and shall be no broader than necessary to

accomplish the stated purpose of the law. The legislature shall enact laws governing the enforcement of

this section, including the maintenance, control, destruction, disposal, and disposition of records made

public by this section, except that each house of the legislature may adopt rules governing the

enforcement of this section in relation to records of the legislative branch. Laws enacted pursuant to this
subsection shall contain only exemptions from the requirements of subsections (a) or (b) and provisions

governing the enforcement of this section, and shall relate to one subject.
(d) All laws that are in effect on July 1, 1993 that limit public access to records or meetings shall

remain in force, and such laws apply to records of the legislative and judicial branches, until they are

repealed. Rules of court that are in effect on the date of adoption of this section that limit access to

records shall remain in effect until they are repealed.
History.-Added, C.S. for C.S. for H.J.R.'s 1727, 863, 2035, 1992; adopted 1992; Am. S.J.R. 1284, 2002; adopted 2002.
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